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Abstract
Having compiled a heretofore unavailable list of federal election contests
involving at least one minority candidate between 1990 and 2006 (both
challengers and victors), we now have a unique data set that includes a
number of variables such as amount of money raised/spent by the
candidates, incumbency status, racial makeup of districts, exit poll data,
amount of news coverage, and degree of racialized news coverage. Based
on these data, we provide a descriptive composite of minority candidate
characteristics and an assessment of what factors tend to relate to minority
candidates’ success or failure between over the past sixteen years.
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The question about what determines minority candidates’ electoral success has
been generally seen as moot in the absence of substantive competition due, in part, to racial
gerrymandering and the creation of majority-minority electoral districts. However, as
minority candidates increasingly vie competitively for seats against other minority
candidates, as well as against whites, this is an outdated assumption. Additionally, though
“competition” has, until recently, been low in majority-minority electoral districts, both the
challengers and victors in these contests have contributed to the electoral dynamics of
minority elections and the overall picture of minority elected officials. We reject the
assumption that history is (and should be) told by and focus on the victors. This paper
presents a unique portrait of minority elections and candidates for federal office by not
only providing statistically descriptive data about their characteristics as a group, but by
analyzing what factors are related to the success of minority candidates between 1990 and
2006.
Previous Literature
Much of the scholarly work on the electoral success of racial minority candidates is
focused on case studies of elected officials,1 specific candidates,2 or of a single geographic
area,3 particularly Los Angeles ,4 other parts of California5 and Atlanta.6 Other work has
centered on the theory of democratic representation and the creation of majority-minority
electoral districts.7 While most work has centered on African Americans, there are several
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studies that examine candidacies of South- and Central Asian candidates.8 Most studies
are concerned with vote choice (as ours is), but attention has been directed toward voter
turnout9 and the role of race of voters and candidates with respect to the rate of uncounted
votes.10 The bulk of published studies center – explicitly or implicitly – on white attitudes
toward minority candidates,11 but some attention has been paid to the role of minority
voters’ support for white candidates,12 or for other minority candidates.13
What is not available in the extant literature is an aggregate portrait of minority
candidates’ electoral successes and failures. While it is relatively easy to generate a list of
racial minorities who have been elected to office, identifying those who have failed in their
bids is much more difficult. There are a number of sources that provide election results
(which, necessarily, list losing candidates’ names), but these sources do not include
candidates’ race. Without such a list, no data can be examined to identify trends in the
numbers of, types of and conditions under which minority candidates who have sought
public office throughout U.S. history. This paper is a very preliminary cut at a new dataset
that will fill that gap.
Data, Method & Research Questions
The principal purpose of this study is to gain a broad picture of how minority
congressional candidates fare in general election scenarios with regard to the election
outcome, as well as a variety of factors that might have influenced those outcomes. To
8
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accomplish this, we constructed a dataset that included congressional contests that
included at least one racial minority candidate in the general election. The dataset includes
contests from 1990 to 2006, and includes only candidates from the two major political
parties in the U.S. The backbone of the dataset was comprised from election data from the
Congressional Quarterly Statistical Universe database. This provided us a complete
electronic database of every general election congressional contest in every state from
1960 to 2006, including the following variables about each separate contest: election year,
state and congressional district, the total number of votes cast in the contest, the raw vote
totals and percentage vote for both Democratic and Republican party candidates.
For this paper, we narrowed the dataset down to contests that took place in 1990
and subsequent years. We included a candidate race variable that identified the
racial/ethnic background of each candidate. We comprised these data based on lists of
current and past members of Congress and a variety of sources that provided some clue as
to the racial identification of both electoral winners and their challengers.14This yielded a
dataset that includes election contests in which the following racial groups are represented:
African American, Caucasian, Latino, Asian, Middle Eastern and Native American. To the
list of variables included in the original dataset we added a variable for the amount of
money each candidate raised in the election contest and the racial composition of the
district, which we compiled from the U.S. Census Bureau’s Fast Facts for Congress and
related information sources. Table 1 presents some descriptive characteristics of the
dataset.

14

These sources include newspaper articles that may have included a photo of the candidate or referred to his
or her race, congressional member profiles, Wikipedia/Congresspedia, the Political Graveyard, and others.
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Table 1. Dataset Characteristics

Candidate Race

Republican

Democrat

Total # Cases

African
American
Latino
Asian
Middle Eastern
Indian
White
TOTAL

32

289

.

Total #
Candidates
321

115
9
7
2
337
502

189
34
3
1
67
838

.
.
.
.
.
591

204
43
10
3
404
1,08615

Research Questions
Our research questions for this paper are, of course, limited by the specific
characteristics of the dataset we have constructed to date. Though we will include more
variables and data covering a longer time period in the future, the existing data allow us to
address a variety of important questions about minority candidates, election outcomes and
factors influencing those outcomes that are important to our understanding about the past
and future of minority participation in electoral life.
Our first set of questions relate to the demographics of candidates and their
electoral populations:
RQ1:

Are minority congressional candidates clustered in particular states and
geographic regions?

RQ2:

Is such clustering related primarily to the racial composition of the districts
in which they run and/or the racial composition of the state population?

RQ3:

Are there significant differences between racial groups in terms of the
number of individual candidates running for office?

15

Ninety-six contests were uncontested (only featured one candidate).
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Is there a significant change in the number of election contests that include
minority candidates over the time period under examination?

RQ5:

Are minority candidates’ party affiliations significantly different from one
another?

Our remaining questions relate to election outcomes:
RQ6:

To what degree does the racial population of the election district influence
electoral success or failure?

RQ7:

To what degree does the amount of money raised by the candidates
influence their electoral success or failure?

RQ8:

Are candidates from some minority groups more successful than others in
terms of their ability to win the election?
Results

Descriptives
Our first questions are descriptive in nature, addressing “where” and “when”
questions about minority candidates for office over the past two decades. We are interested
in discovering from what
geographical regions minority
candidates most frequently come,
as well as how the number of
minorities running for office has
changed over time. Figure 1 gives
us a geographical sense of minority

Figure 1. Minority Candidates, 1990-2006 by Region
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office and the racial/ethnic group to which they belong. Here we see that while African
American candidates are spread across the geographical regions of the country, other
groups tend to be clustered in particular regions. This is particularly true for Asian
American candidates who run almost exclusively on the West Coast (mostly California).
This is also characteristic of Latino candidates, though to a lesser degree; the Midwest and
West Coast are the regions where they are most represented. California (111) and Texas
(70) host the bulk of these candidates.
Latino candidates from the Northeast are
almost exclusively from New York, and in
the South (mostly Florida). Illinois is home
to the bulk of the few Middle Eastern
candidates who have run (not represented in
this graph).
When we look at changes over

Figure 2. Number of Minority Candidates, 1990-2006

time in terms of the number of minority candidates running for Congress, we see relative
stagnation with African American candidates, while the majority of the changes over time
have taken place among Latinos. Looking at Figure 2, we see that the number of African
Americans running for Congress – winners and losers – saw their greatest increase
between 1990 and 1992 and have remained about the same ever since. The number of
Latino candidates shows the most dramatic rate of both increase and volatility over the
fifteen-year period.
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Table 2. Mean Vote % of Minority Democratic Candidates

The frequency and geographical
representation of minority candidates leads us
to ask a natural question: Is the racial
composition of election districts related to
these phenomena? To address this question,
we calculated the
mean percentage of the racial population of

Black
White

Mean Vote %
80.3
54.2

SD N
16 289
17 67

Black
Latino

P<
.00

80.3
66.5

16
21

289
189

.00

Black
Asian

80.3
64.3

16
11

289
34

.00

Latino
Asian

66.5
64.3

21
11

189
34

.57

the district that matched the racial group of the candidate, as well as the total minority
population in the district. In Figure 3, we see that both blacks and Latinos tend to run in
areas where they are highly represented in the district population, as well as when the
percentage of the overall minority population is high. Asian American candidates are less
tied to districts where they and other minorities comprise the majority of the population. Of
course, this is mitigated by the earlier finding that Asian American candidates generally
come from a single area of the country.
Outcomes
Beyond describing some of the
important characteristics of minority
candidates’ participation in electoral
politics at the congressional level, we
are interested in how these candidates

Figure 3. Minority Candidates & Racial Composition of District

fare in general and some of the factors contributing to electoral success.
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For some initial evidence about such outcomes, we compared the mean vote percentage
garnered by candidates from the different racial groups and party affiliations to see
whether certain candidates were more successful overall – both in terms of being elected,
but also in terms of the relative amount of vote support they received. Tables 2 reflects
evidence that black Democratic candidates maintain a sizeable share of voting support
when compared to each of the other groups. This includes the overall support received
across all election contests, not only candidates from these particular groups running
against each other. Among minority candidates who run under the banner of the
Republican Party, the story is a bit different.
Table 3. Mean Vote % of Minority Republican Candidates

Each minority group’s share of the vote is
dramatically and uniformly lower than those
affiliated with the Democratic Party. These
results, in conjunction with those reported
earlier in Figure 3, bear out the stronghold that
minority candidates (blacks more than Latinos
and Asians) have on districts where they

Black
White

Mean Vote % SD N P<
36.3
15 32
31.3
17 337 .11

Black
Latino

36.3
41.1

15
22

32
115 .25

Black
Asian

36.3
36.4

15
22

32
9

Latino
Asian

41.1
36.4

22
22

115
9 .54

.95

comprise a majority of the population.
Finally, we wanted to ascertain some indication, with the data available to us, of
what might be some of the principal factors influencing these voting totals garnered by
minority candidates.16 In order to do this we ran a series of regressions with each racial
group individually. We tested three predictor variables (stepwise) in each case: the

16

For these tests we include only Democratic Party candidates and used Democratic Vote Percentage as the
dependent variable.
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percentage of the population matching the racial identity of the candidate; the total
percentage of the district that is minority; and the amount of money raised.
Table 3. Factors Relating to Minority Candidates’ Success

Black Candidates
Black % in population
Total % minorities in
population
Money Raised

1
1.542 (.050)

F

962.602
(p<.00)
.919

962.602
(p<.00)
.961

1053.192
(P<.00)
.961

1.11 (.042)

-.285 (.243)
1.159 (.199)

-.262 (.237)
1.089 (.197)

Adj. R2
Latino Candidates
Latino % in population
Total % minorities in
population
Money raised
F
Adj. R2

2
.375 (.126)
.898 (.093)

3
.370 (.128)
.890 (.098)
1.106 (.000)

5.180 (.000)
706.304
(p<.00)
.919

561.459
(p<.00)
.948

394.621 (p<.00)
.950

While each of these factors individually are strong predictors of the percentage of votes
garnered for both black and Latino candidates, money clearly matters here (as it does more
broadly). Even controlling for money raised, though, the greater the percentage of racial
minorities in the population, the greater the share of the vote. It should be noted that the
percentage of the population of the same race as the candidate matters significantly, but not
as much as the overall percentage of racial minorities.
Discussion
The findings above provide a first cut at a new dataset that will prove to be
valuable in identifying trends in the candidacies of racial minorities who have sought
public office. After constructing a dataset that includes both successful and unsuccessful
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racial minorities who have sought public office between 1990 and 2006, we found that
while black candidates tend to run in areas throughout the United States, Asian and Middle
Eastern candidates are limited in the geographic areas in which they run. Over the period
of time under examination, there is a stagnation of African American candidacies, but a
notable increase in the candidacies of Latinos. Both Latinos and African Americans tend
to run in majority-minority districts; while Asian Americans are not similarly inclined,
their candidacies are centered in California. It is no surprise that minority candidates
receive a greater share of the vote when they run as Democrats as compared to
Republicans. Further, those Democrats are more successful when the district in which they
run has a high percentage of minorities in the population.
Clearly, there is much more that needs to be examined with these newly collected
data. We are nearly finished compiling data back to the 1960 elections, which will give us
an even wider snapshot of racial minority candidates’ bids for elected office in the United
Sates. Additionally, we have been examining newspaper coverage in each of these races to
ascertain the type and quantity of news coverage given to contests that feature at least one
racial minority candidate. As Barack Obama moves closer to securing the Democratic
presidential nominee (by winning substantial proportions of the white vote in most states),
there is significant potential to get a clearer picture of the trajectory of racial minority
candidates’ wins and losses throughout history.
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